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From SHADY CHARACTERS 
By Keith Houston 
 
This is a pilcrow: ¶. They crop up surprisingly frequently, bookending para-
graphs on websites with a typographic bent, for instance, and teaming up with 
the section symbol in legal documents to form picturesque reference marks such 
as §3, ¶7. The pilcrow even appears in Microsoft Word, where it adorns a but-
ton which reveals hidden characters such as spaces and carriage returns. (Click 
on that button, in fact, and a multitude of pilcrows will appear, one at the end of 
each line of text.) 
 
For all this quiet ubiquity, the pilcrow gets short shrift in typographic reference 
books. Take the trouble to look it up and it becomes apparent that in most cases 
the humble pilcrow warrants only a few lines, dismissed briskly as a “paragraph 
mark”. The more generous definitions might run to mentioning that it has fallen 
out of common use and that it is sometimes used to indicate a footnote. No men-
tion of where its reverse-P shape comes from, or its name; for the pilcrow, this 
is as good as it gets. 
 
This is a crying shame. The pilcrow is not just some typographic curiosity, useful 
only for livening up a coffee-table book on graphic design or pointing the way to 
a paragraph in a mortgage deed, but a living, breathing character with its roots in 
the earliest days of punctuation. Born in ancient Rome, refined in medieval 
scriptoria, appropriated by England’s most famous modern typographer and fi-
nally rehabilitated by the personal computer, the story of the pilcrow is inter-
twined with the evolution of modern writing. It is the quintessential shady char-
acter. 
 

*** 
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The orthographic world of ancient Greece was a sparse old place. A literate 
Greek of Homer’s time reading a contemporary manuscript would be faced with 
an UNBROKENSTREAMOFLETTERS, all of the same upper case (because at 
that time there was no other case); not only that, but texts were composed in a 
style called boustrophedon, or ‘ox-turning’, where the lines ran alternately left-to-
right and then right-to-left across the page in the manner of a farmer driving his 
oxen across his field. Perhaps most cruelly, the visual signposts of punctuation 
which today we take for granted were completely absent, and it was the reader’s 
unenviable lot to tease out words, clauses and even sentences from this densely-
packed zig-zag of characters. 
 

 
Boustrophedon writing at Gortyn, Crete, circa 6th-5th centuries BC. 
 
Despite some recent scholarly murmurs to the contrary, it is generally held that 
the painstaking task of interpreting a document like this would have been accom-
plished by reading it aloud. Physically pronouncing the syllables helped a prac-
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tised reader to decode and retain their meaning, and to discover the rhythms and 
cadences lurking in the unbroken text. In these ancient times the written word 
was very much an adjunct to spoken language, and silent reading was the excep-
tion rather than the rule. 
 
Aristophanes of Byzantium, librarian of the great institution at Alexandria in the 
3rd century bc, was the first to give readers some room to breathe, so to speak, 
when he created a system of marks for augmenting texts written according to the 
rules of classical rhetoric. A skilled orator would habitually pause after each unit 
of rhetorical sense, and so Aristophanes defined a series of dots to call attention 
to where these pauses should take place — a boon in particular for the increasing 
numbers of non-native readers (such as the Romans) attempting to decipher 
Greek literature. The 2nd century bc grammarian Dionysius Thrax described the 
system in his essay The Art of Grammar: 
 
There are three dots: final, middle, underdot. And the final dot is a sign for a complete 
thought, while the middle is a sign taken up for a breath, and the underdot is a sign for a 
thought which is not yet complete, but is still wanting. 
How is a [final] dot different to an underdot? In duration; for in the [final] dot there is a 
long pause, while in the underdot it is quite short.  
 
The so-called ‘middle’ (‘·’), ‘under’ (‘.’) and ‘final’ (‘˙’) dots were each placed 
after corresponding rhetorical units called the komma, kolonand periodos. Though 
it took centuries for these marks of punctuation to crystallise into more familiar 
visual forms, their modern names are not so far removed, and the ‘comma’, 
‘colon’ and ‘period’ are still very much relevant today. 
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Middle and high points in John 5 from Codex Sinaitucus, circa 4th century. This image 
is a little disingenuous; although in Aristophanes’ native Greek, Codex Sinaiticus was 
written many centuries after his death, and this image was chosen for its legibility rather 
than its contemporaneity. 
 
Unlike their modern counterparts, which impart semantic meaning to a text, Ar-
istophanes’ dots were meant only as aids to reading aloud. A ‘·’, for instance, did 
not demarcate a rhetorical komma as such but only the pause for breath that a 
reader would take after reading one aloud. The importance attached to the indi-
vidual reader’s interpretation of a text was so great, in fact, that not a single sur-
viving manuscript prior to the Middle Ages has been found to be punctuated in 
the writer’s own hand; only when a reader prepared a text to be delivered aloud 
would it be annotated as such. Even now, many marks of punctuation still func-
tion wholly or largely as vocal stage direction: parentheses are the typographical 
signposts of a spoken aside, the exclamation mark implies a surprised, rising tone 
of voice, and the question mark is as much about inflection as it is about inter-
rogation. 
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Aristophanes’ system found use only fitfully, and later, as Greece was usurped 
by Rome with characteristically brutal efficiency, it had to contend with the Ro-
man disdain for punctuation in general. Cicero, for instance, the 
1st century bc orator, philosopher and politician who crops up with indecent 
frequency in any discussion of punctuation or grammar, looked down his aquil-
ine nose at it. He considered that the end of a sentence “ought to be determined 
not by the speaker’s pausing for breath, or by a stroke interposed by a copyist, 
but by the constraint of the rhythm”. While the practice of writing in 
the boustrophedon style had long since passed, Roman experiments in SEPAR-
ATING·WORDS·WITH·DOTS, especially in monumental inscriptions, had 
been abandoned by the end of the 2nd century and Roman texts of the time were 
most often written in monotonous, unspaced scriptio continua.  

 
With all this emphasis on reading aloud, it might come as a surprise that the 
paragraph — a purely semantic construct, with no counterpart in spoken lan-
guage — had been marked up in texts even before the advent of Aristophanes’ 
multifarious dots. The paragraphos, from the Greek para-, ‘beside’, 
and graphein, ‘write’, was a mark of punctuation that first appeared around the 
4th century bc, and which took the form of a horizontal line or angle in the mar-
gin to the left of the main text. The exact meaning of a paragraphos varied both 
with the context in which it was used and the proclivities of the author, but most 
often it marked a change of topic or structure: in drama it might denote a change 
of speaker, in poetry a new stanza, and in an everyday document it could de-
marcate anything from a new section to the end of a periodos. In some uses the 
symbol itself marked the start of the new section; in others, it served only to 
draw attention to a break elsewhere on the line.  

 
The paragraph proved to be more robust in the face of changing tastes in punctu-
ation than word, clause and sentence breaks had been, and by the 
2nd century ad paragraphs were marked in a number of ways. The para-
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graphos soldiered on, albeit in a growing variety of forms such as ‘Γ’ and 

‘γ’, while some texts dispensed with a mark altogether and chose instead to out-
dent and enlarge the first few letters of each paragraph to yield litterae notab-
iliores — literally, ‘notable letters’. Still others inserted the letter ‘K’ 
for kaput, or ‘head’, to mean the ‘head’ of a new argument or thesis, and it is this 
particular paragraph mark which would eventually give rise to the pilcrow. 
 

 
‘·K·’ for kaput, or the ‘head’ of an argument, in Cicero’s In Verrem. Circa 1st century 
BC/AD. 
 
This motley collection of paragraph marks was typical of the state of punctuation 
at the dawn of the first millennium: written by one person and marked up by an-
other (who most likely shared Cicero’s distaste for the form), texts were punc-
tuated inconsistently or not at all. Punctuation was, however, about to be well 
and truly shaken up by the biggest upheaval since Rome’s fall from Republic to 
Empire. The arrival of Christianity would change the face of written language on 
a grand scale, and almost as an afterthought, it would kick-start the pilcrow’s 
journey from ‘K’ for kaput to a fully-formed mark in its own right. 
 

*** 
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¶ Compared to Rome’s traditional pagan religion, Christianity was altogether a 
different beast. Whereas paganism relied on oral tradition and its practices var-
ied according to local custom, Christianity instead emphasised conformity and 
written scriptures. If Judaism had been the prototypical religion of the Book, 
Christianity embodied this ideal with an unprecedented vigour, possessing a 
symbiotic relationship with the written word which simultaneously drove the 
evolution of punctuation and benefited from a concrete, written dogma. After 
all, the Word of God had to be transmitted with as little ambiguity as possible.  
The torrid period of lion-baiting, crucifixions and humiliation which had beset 
early Roman Christians finally came to a halt in the 4th century. In 312, on the 
eve of a battle which would decide the ruler of a united Roman Empire, the pre-
sumptive Emperor Constantine was reported to have witnessed a vision of a 
cross in the sky. If Constantine had been in any doubt as to the import of this 
symbol, it was accompanied by a helpful explanatory inscription, HOC SIGNO 
VICTOR ERIS (“BY THIS SIGN YOU WILL CONQUER” — one might forgive 
the Almighty for His melodramatic use of capital letters when one recalls that 
His subjects had not yet developed lower case), and was followed that night by a 
dream in which God instructed him to march into battle under the sign of the 
cross. Needless to say, the battle was won and Constantine’s devotion to the 
new religion was ensured.  
 
As the first Christian Emperor, Constantine rolled back the institutionalised per-
secution that Christians had suffered for 250 years. Christian worship was de-
criminalised, church lands were granted exemptions from tax and the state 
provided labour and materials for the construction of new churches. Having set 
Christianity on the road to legitimacy, though, it was to be one of Constantine’s 
descendants who would instigate a last throw of the dice for the old religion. 
When Constantine’s nephew Julian became Caesar in 355, he brought with him 
a mystical strand of paganism and a desire to return polytheism to the centre of 
Roman religion. Under the guise of various edicts enforcing religious tolerance, 
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he subtly aimed to reduce Christianity’s influence throughout the Empire. The 
proponents of this last-gasp pagan revival understood the value of the written 
word as well as their Christian counterparts: as a reaction against the encroach-
ments of the new religion, several of Rome’s aristocratic families sought to pre-
serve, edit and elucidate old pagan texts. Despite this, Julian’s reforms were re-
versed upon his death, and the turning point finally arrived in 380 when Chris-
tianity was adopted as Rome’s official state religion. 
  
Writing exploded as the new religion swept through Europe, driving the devel-
opment of much of what we take for granted in modern-day writing and typo-
graphy. Aristophanes’ venerable system of dots, for example, was revived by the 
4th century grammarian Donatus and popularised in the 7th century by Saint 
Isidore of Seville. In his meandering reference work Etymologies, which would re-
main one of the most important books in print for over 800 years, Isidore de-
scribed a reorganised system in which the comma, colon and periodosnow lived at 
the bottom, middle and top of the line respectively. The comma was only a tail 
away from its modern form, and the colonmade room for a second point to later 
appear below it. New marks of punctuation appeared, while some old symbols 
assumed new meanings: the ancient positura, a ‘7’-shaped mark, now signalled 
the end of a section of text (in contrast to the paragraphos, which marked the 
start); the punctus interrogativus (?) indicated a question, and the diple (>) called 
attention to quotes from sacred scripture, leading in turn to guillemets (»), the 
quotation marks still used in many non-English languages. 
  
In the 8th century the first chinks of light appeared in the claustrophobic scriptio 
continua that had dominated writing for a millennium. English and Irish priests, 
seeking to aid readers attempting to decipher texts written in unfamiliar Latin, 
began to add spaces between words. Also in the 8th century, the crusading king 
Charlemagne sponsored the creation of the first standard lowercase letters to 
create a unified script which all his literate subjects could read. No longer bound 
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to the solemn, square majuscules that suited the stonemason’s chisel, the monk 
Alcuin of York took advantage of the scribe’s dextrous quill to create distinctive, 
legible lowercase letterforms with elaborate ascenders, descenders and flourishes 
— so-called Carolingian minuscules. 
 

 
This is leaf from a Bible shows the use of Carolingian minuscule lettering, word 
spacing, litterae notabiliores to mark paragraphs and various marks of punctuation, 
including ampersands. 
 
Amid all this innovation and consolidation, the paragraph mark finally got its 
moment in the sun. The pilcrow came about in the fertile, scholastic world of 
the monastic scriptorium. 
 

*** 
 
Just as kaput stood for a section or a paragraph, so its diminutive capitulum, or 
‘little head’, denoted a chapter. The general Roman preference for the letter ‘C’ 
had all but seen off the older Etruscan ‘K’ by 300 bc, but ‘K’ for kaput persisted 
some time longer in written documents. By the 12th century, though, ‘C’ for ca-
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pitulum had overtaken ‘K’ in this capacity as well. The use of capitulum in the 
sense of a chapter of a written work was so closely identified with ecclesiastical 
documents that it came to be used in church terminology in a bewildering num-
ber of ways: monks went ad capitulum, ‘to the chapter (meeting)’, to hear a 
chapter from the book of their religious orders, or ‘chapter-book’, read out in 
the ‘chapter room’. 
  
Monastic scriptoria worked on the same principle as factory production lines, 
with each stage of book production delegated to a specialist. A scribe would 
copy out the body of the text, leaving spaces for a ‘rubricator’ to later embellish 
the text by adding versals (large, elaborate initial letters), headings and other 
section marks as required. Taken from the Latin rubrico, ‘to colour red’, rubric-
ators often worked in constrasting red ink, which not only added a decorative 
flourish but also guided the eye to important divisions in the text. In the hands of 
the rubricators, ‘C’ for capitulum came to be accessorised by a vertical bar, as 
were other litterae notabiliores in the fashion of the time; later, the resultant bowl 
was filled in and so ‘¢’ for capitulum became the familiar reversed-P of the 
pilcrow. 
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‘C’ for capitulum in De Gestis Regum Anglorum, William of Malmesbury’s 1125 
text detailing “deeds of the English kings”. 
 
As the capitulum’s appearance changed, so too did its usage. At first used only to 
mark chapters, it started to pepper texts as a paragraph or even sentence marker 
so that it broke up a block of running text into meaningful sections as the writer 
saw fit. ¶ This style of usage yielded very compact text, harking back, perhaps, 
to the still-recent practice of scriptio continua. Ultimately, though, the concept of 
the paragraph overrode the need for efficiency and became so important as to 
warrant a new line† — prefixed with a pilcrow, of course, to introduce it.  
¶ The pilcrow’s name — pithy, familiar and archaic at the same time — moved 
with the character during its transformation from ‘C’ for capitulum to independ-
ent symbol in its own right. From the Greek paragraphos, or paragraph mark, 
came the prosaic Old French paragraphe, which subsequently morphed first 
into pelagraphe and then pelagreffe. By 1440 the word had entered English, 
rendered as pylcrafte — its second syllable perhaps influenced by the Eng-
lish crafte, or ‘skill’ — and from there it was a short hop to its modern form.  
 
 

https://shadycharacters.co.uk/2011/03/the-pilcrow-part-2/#fn2-34
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¶ The pilcrow had been given form, function and name. 
¶ Having attained such a singular importance, the pilcrow then did something re-
markable. It committed typographical suicide. 
 

*** 
 
¶ Taking pride of place at the head of every new paragraph, the pilcrow had 
carved out a literal niche for itself at the heart of late medieval writing. Boldly 
inked by the rubricator, pilcrows grew ever more elaborate and time-consuming 
to add. Unfortunately the deadline is not a modern invention; occasionally, time 
would run out before the rubricator could complete his work and the white 
space carefully reserved for the pilcrow went undecorated. With the advent of 
the printing press, the volume of printed documents to be rubricated grew ex-
ponentially and it became increasingly difficult to attend to them all. The pil-
crow became a ghost, and the indented paragraph was born in its stead. 
 
¶ Robbed of its raison d’être, the pilcrow retreated to the margins of typography. 
Though it found shelter in the worlds of proofreading (where it signified the 
point at which a paragraph should be split in two) and legal documents (where it 
formed a double act with the section mark to create reference marks like this: 
§5, ¶12), its brief reign as the de facto standard paragraph mark was over. 
 

*** 
 
Even after this ignominious relegation from mainstream use, the pilcrow refused 
to be done away with completely and was still resurrected from time to time to 
serve in its original role. Now functioning largely as a boutique character used to 
bring a historical or typographical flourish to a work, one of the pilcrow’s most 
intriguing appearances in this capacity came in An Essay on Typography, written by 
the famed English sculptor Eric Gill. Born in 1882 and brought up the son of a 
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Protestant minister, at 31 Gill converted to Catholicism and led an increasingly 
ascetic life as a monkish, artistic polymath. His charisma and trenchant views at-
tracted a retinue of like-minded contemporaries to a series of rural communities 
— communes, almost — with Gill at their centre. 
By the time Essay was published in 1931, Gill had refined his view of the compet-
ing worlds of industrialisation and the Arts & Crafts movement into a philosophy 
espousing a simpler way of life free from the uniformity of mass production, 
and Essay is as much a manifesto as an educational textbook. In fact, the book’s 
creation was a loving paean to that same philosophy: Gill wrote the text, hand-
set it in a typeface of his own design and hand-printed the first edition with his 
printing partner René Hague.  
 
Essay’s bold use of the pilcrow stands out to the modern reader from its very first 
line: 
 
¶ The theme of this book is Typography, and Typography as it is affected by the conditions 
of the year 1931. The conflict between industrialism & the ancient methods of handicrafts-
men which resulted in the muddle of the 19th century is now coming to its term.  
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An Essay on Typography by Eric Gill, pp 28-29. Visible here is Gill’s use of the pilcrow 
as a context-dependent section/paragraph marker, along with roman and italic examples 
of Gill’s typeface Joanna. 

 

¶ With Essay, Gill made creative use of the pilcrow, both recalling its medieval 
heyday and introducing a subtle extra level of semantic meaning into the bargain: 
a pilcrow at the start of a new line introduces a new thread of discussion, while a 
pilcrow in running text separates paragraphs within that discussion. The result is 
text which looks haphazard at first (why does the pilcrow jump from the start of 
the line to the middle?) but which marries simplicity of expression with richness 
of meaning — mirroring, perhaps, the author’s Arts & Crafts ideology. ¶ Essay is 
filled with other hints of that same philosophy. Whereas many books justify text 
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to fill each line and hence provide a uniform appearance, Gill used a ‘left justi-
fied’ or ‘ragged right’ setting to mimic a handwritten manuscript; abbreviations 
like ‘&’, ‘tho’’ and ‘sh’ld’ save space and evoke medieval scribal tradition, and 
illustrations are all taken from engravings cut by the author himself. 
 
Gill’s Joanna — the slab-serif typeface in which Essay is set — was based in part 
on his earlier Perpetua type and was described by the artist himself as “a book 
face free from all fancy business”. This is not the whole truth, however, and 
Joanna bears a number of idiosyncratic touches which elevate it from its sup-
posed plainness. Based on Roman letterforms, for instance, Gill deviated from 
the heavy contrast between horizontal and vertical strokes traditionally used in 
those letters and adopted instead a calligraphic style with more consistent stroke 
widths. Perhaps most noticeably, the narrow italics slope at a shallow 3° angle 
and forgo the traditional italic forms for ‘f’, ‘k’, ‘v’, ‘w’ and ‘z’. Joanna lends Es-
say a distinctive air and an easy readability. 
 

 
Gill Sans, Joanna and Perpetua.  
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The pilcrow never quite recovered from its mauling at the hands of the printing 
press, and despite occasional celebrity appearances as a paragraph mark (such as 
in An Essay on Typography), it remains largely alienated from its traditional role. 
As compensation, perhaps, the pilcrow has since acquired a sort of talismanic 
power for those in the know, especially in the worlds of typography, design and 
literature. Jonathan Hoefler, designer of Hoefler Text (one of the typefaces in 
which Shady Characters is set), penned an essay about the joys of designing pil-
crows; the Pilcrow Lit Fest takes its name from the character, and the fictional 
hero of Adam Mars-Jones’ second novel takes ‘Pilcrow’ as his pseudonym, com-
forted by its status as an outsider.  
 
Hints of the pilcrow’s heritage do still crop up in unexpected places. Many word 
processing programs, for example, support the display of ‘formatting’ or ‘non-
printing characters’ — the tabs, word spaces and carriage returns which give a 
document its structure — and most often, the button which invokes this feature 
is decorated with a pilcrow. In fact, such word processors also use pilcrows to 
represent new lines and dots to show spaces when in this mode, lending the av-
erage computerised document a dignified medieval appearance. 
 
If the pilcrow is ever to be rehabilitated, its best chance lies with another rather 
more significant computerised innovation. The internet has fostered a new burst 
of interest in typography: amateur typographers design countless new fonts on 
inexpensive computers; personal web pages have democratised typesetting in a 
way unimaginable to Gutenberg or Gill, and disused characters have been res-
cued from obscurity to add spice and dignity to the everyday exchange of in-
formation. The pilcrow among them has once again carved out its niche as a 
paragraph mark, and is returned to its former glory in the glow of the computer 
screen. 
 


